
COVIHELP
FUNDRAISER MUN

Join us on the 17th and 18th of July 2021

 

All funds raised through the MUN will be given to help 

12-year-old girl Sana Khan, who is currently diagnosed with

blood cancer. 

 

Platform: Zoom

D I P L O M A C Y  F O R  H O P E

V O L U N T E E R S . C O V I H E L P



The COVID-19 crisis in India has managed to take a

toll on everyone. And yet, these times have shown us

the absolute best humanity has to offer. With that in

mind, a group of school and college students came

together to form 'Volunteers.Covihelp'.

Acting as a bridge between the patients and helpers,

the student-run organization, Volunteers.Covihelp,

provides a text-based helpline 24/7 helpline service

on WhatsApp, Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter. 

Now with 300+ active volunteers, they have resolved

over 1500+ cases till date. As a team, Covihelp comes

from the same process of helping people in the

difficult times of COVID by providing real time

verified leads on critical resources!

Unfortunately, the struggle does not end there!

COVIHELP FUNDRAISER MUN

ABOUT US



There is no denying that the situation is
worse. Even though the cases have
reduced, the 2nd wave has led to a new
class of unemployed workers and
people burdened with medical debt.

In an attempt to reduce their burden,
Covihelp is organising a Fundraiser
MUN, Covihelp Fundraiser MUN 2021
on 17th and 18th of July 2021.
To make this noble cause a reality, we
need your help! With your participation,
we want to help people with burdens of
the pandemic.
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THE SITUATION



All the funds raised will be going to a 12-year-old girl,

Sana Khan.

At age 5, Sana was diagnosed with a hole in her

heart. With lots of difficulties and help from people,

the family managed to get her open-heart surgery

done in 2015. She won the battle of life and was

living disease-free.

She was diagnosed again with asthma in 2019 and

she was being treated for the same.

Now in 2021, she has been diagnosed with a type of

blood cancer or leukaemia (MDS-EB2/AML).

Sana is currently undergoing treatment that involves

chemotherapy and allogenic stem cell transplant at

Rajiv Gandhi Cancer Institute and Research Centre,

Delhi.
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The family has done all it can to collect the total

amount required for the treatment but ₹20,00,000 more

was required to pay for all the medical expenses.

With the good graces of people inflicted to help Sana, a

great amount has been raised to help Sana’s treatment.

With the help of this fundraiser 

MUN, we aim to raise funds 

which will go towards 

the help of Sana’s help.

As per doctors, we do 

not have much time to 

get her treated. She has 

suffered a lot and is still 

suffering. 

She is a bright child and has big dreams for her life.

Let us help her achieve them!

OUR CAUSE
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The following committes will be held
for the Covihelp Fundraiser MUN 2021
to be held on the 17th and 18th of July
2021: 

1. General Assembly
2. AIPPM (All India Political Party Meet)
3. RAW Emergency Room
4. Marvel VS DC – Superheroes VS
World Leaders
5. Brooklyn 99
6. UNOOSA (United Nations Office for
Outer Space Affairs) (In collaboration
with LEAP and Futuristic Photons)

COMMITTEES
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Agenda: Measures to eliminate
international terrorism.

The General Assembly encompasses
all 193 Members of the United Nations,
posing this unique forum at the
deliberative, policymaking, and
representative core of the UN.

GA resolutions have often taken on the
role of landmark documents reflecting
the UN's commitment to international
issues and serving as a manifesto for
solving these issues.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY
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Agenda: Discussing the extent
of limitations on free speech
with special emphasis on social
media.

The All-India Political Parties Meet is a
dynamic and explosive forum for
unrestricted political debate,
diplomacy, and deliberation free from
the legislative control and complex
procedures of the parliament. 
It's a venture to emulate political
realities by simulating the various
levels of policy and governance.

AIPPM
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Agenda: Classified.

A midnight committee to let you
experience the real thrill of a RAW war
room.

Please note that this is a Continuous
Crisis Night Committee and it will
starts on the night of 17th July 2021
and goes on till early morning 18th
July 2021.

RAW EMERGENCY
WAR ROOM
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Agenda: Potential Risks posed to Human
Survival by Near Earth Objects along with
emphasis on collision of Satellites which
can potentially cause catastrophe in the
Earth's Orbit (especially Low Earth Orbit).

In the past, there have been multiple
incidents of collision of satellites and
proved to be catastrophic. It can be very
well be inferred from above incidents
that how catastrophic would collision of
Mega Constellation of Satellites be.

Please note that this committee is in
collaboration with LEAP and Futuristic
Photons.

UNOOSA
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Agenda: Legalisation of
Superheroes.

In a world plagued by daily trials and
tribulations, it's the superheroes that
risk their own lives to save the world.
While one section of the populace and
various super hero organizations
believe that superheroes should be
recognized for this bravery and
rewarded for it, the other section
believes that the superheroes have
acted with unlimited power and no
limitations and this shouldn't be
tolerated anymore.

MARVEL VS DC;
SUPERHEROES VS
WORLD LEADERS
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Agenda: Kelly is on the take from major criminals of
New York he is helping them grow crime and in turn
they give him money. They also set up dummy
criminals for Kelly to arrest so that he keeps up his
arrest records. Holt came to know about this plan
and threatened him but the very same day

1) Nikolaj
2) Captain Peralta
3) Cagney and Lacey
4) Lieutenant Santiago (Amy's brother)
5) Kevin goes missing

Their relatives get a video of a masked man saying no
changes should be made in the present order.
Everyone suspects Kelly to be behind this but when
they reach his house, they find it ransacked it is
revealed that Kelly himself was taken from his home
and his wife was found unconscious with a wound on
her forehead

There is also a suspected mole in the NYPD.

BROOKLYN99
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Day 1 (17th July 2021)
8:00 - 8:15; Delegates to join in

8:15 - 9:30; Opening Ceremony

9:30 – 9:45; EB Interaction

10:00 – 13:00; Session 1

13:00 - 13:45; Lunch Break

14:00 – 17:00; Session 2

17:00 onwards Socials

17th July 2021, 21:00 - 18th July 2021, 3:00; RAW

Emergency War Room

 

Day 2 (18th July 2021)
9:30 – 10:00; Delegates to join in

10:00 – 13:00; Session 3

13:00 - 13:45; Lunch Break

14:00 – 17:00; Session 4

17:00 onwards Closing Ceremony

ITINERARY
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Certificate of Appreciation will

be provided for all delegates

Certificate of Merit and Letter 

of Appreciation for all winners. 

Learn debating skills which 

will add weightage to their

credentials. 

All the funds will be donated 

to help Sana.

WHY JOIN US?
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 HABBIT

 

gift vouchers worth Rs. 250 from Habbit, a

leading Self-growth and learning platform.

Website: habbit.co.in

Instagram: instagram.com/thehabbitat

With The Habbit on-board

all the delegates would be

receiving a Certificate of

appreciation along with 

MISAH

on-board, the following are the prizes:

   - Coupon worth ₹1000 for Best Delegates 

   - Coupon worth ₹750 for High Commendation 

   - Coupon worth ₹500 for Special Mentions

Website: misah.in

Instagram: instagram.com/misah_official
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We are pleased to associate

with MISAH for CoviHelp

Fundraiser MUN. With MISAH 

PERKS

https://habbit.co.in/
https://habbit.co.in/
https://www.instagram.com/thehabbitat/?hl=en
https://www.misah.in/collections/all
https://www.instagram.com/misah_official/?utm_medium=copy_link


Registration fee for all committees other than

UNOOSA is ₹250 and the registration fee for UNOOSA

is ₹150. 

You can donate the registration fee on THIS LINK.

Along with the registration fee, all delegates are

required to fill out THIS FORM.

The Registration fee is to be paid after allotment for

which we will contact you via WhatsApp with the

allotments. 

Since we are organising the MUN to raise funds for

Sana, you can always donate irrespective of

participating in the MUN. 

Every donation would counts!

REGISTRATION
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https://www.ketto.org/fundraiser/sana-is-fighting-blood-cancer-and-we-need-your-support-to-save-her
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe7n_AcJQ2yi5mB7v1x7KG-y4MrZlAHSIhT9WZr0lcpvcX25w/viewform?usp=sf_link


You can contact us on any of the socials linked down

below:

WhatsApp: wa.me/919891973662

Email: mun@volunteerscovihelp.org

Instagram: instagram.com/covihelp.mun

Facebook: facebook.com/volunteers.covihelp

Twitter: twitter.com/VCovihelp

Website: volunteerscovihelp.org/mun 

Here are linked Sana's Fundraiser

                                                                                   

Ketto: https://bit.ly/savesana 

CONTACT US

COVIHELP FUNDRAISER MUN

OUR SUPPORTERS

https://wa.me/919891973662
mailto:mun@volunteerscovihelp.org
https://www.instagram.com/covihelp.mun/
https://www.facebook.com/volunteers.covihelp
https://twitter.com/VCovihelp
https://www.volunteerscovihelp.org/mun
https://bit.ly/savesana

